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Abstract17

In recent years, efforts have been made to include tides in both operational ocean mod-18

els as well as climate and earth system models. The accuracy of the barotropic tides is19

often limited by the model topography, which is in turn limited by model horizontal res-20

olution. In this work, we explore the reduction of barotropic tidal errors in an ocean gen-21

eral circulation model (Modular Ocean Model version 6; MOM6) using sub-grid scale to-22

pography representation. We follow the methodology from Adcroft (2013), which uti-23

lizes statistics from finer resolution topographic datasets to represent sub-grid scale fea-24

tures with a light computational cost in a structured finite volume formulation. The ge-25

ometric effect from sub-grid scale topography can be introduced to the model with only26

a few parameters at each grid cell. The porous barriers, which are implemented at the27

walls of the grid cells, are used to modify transport between grid cells. Our results show28

that the globally averaged tidal error in lower-resolution simulations is significantly re-29

duced with the use of porous barriers. We argue this is a potentially useful tool to im-30

prove simulations of tides (and other flows) in low-resolution simulations.31

Plain Language Summary32

Tides play a crucial role in predicting future sea level changes. In recent years, sig-33

nificant attention has been given to simulating tides in diverse ocean and climate mod-34

els, making it essential to enhance the accuracy of these modeled tides. One notable source35

of tidal errors stems from the representation of ocean floor topography in numerical ocean36

models, which relies on a fixed number of grid boxes (i.e. model’s resolution). Compu-37

tational limitations often impose constraints on the model’s horizontal resolution. Our38

objective in this study is to enhance the portrayal of ocean topography at a given res-39

olution to minimize tidal errors. To achieve this, we employ a technique known as “porous40

barriers”, which effectively approximates the effects of ocean topography that are omit-41

ted in the models, without imposing significant computational burdens. Our findings demon-42

strate that the incorporation of porous barriers results in a substantial reduction of tidal43

errors in our ocean model. These results underscore the advantages of utilizing porous44

barriers not only in tidal simulations but also in numerous other physical processes within45

the ocean.46
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1 Introduction47

Tides are one of the most prominent phenomena in the ocean. Tides arise from dif-48

ferences in the lunar and solar gravitational potential across the Earth. The astronom-49

ical tidal forcing drives periodic changes in sea surface height (SSH) and periodic tidal50

currents. There is a growing need for better understanding tidal interactions with other51

physical and biogeochemical processes in a changing climate with shorelines altered by52

sea-level rise and coastal development.53

With the advancement of computational powers, tides have begun to be explicitly54

included in both operational global ocean models (high horizontal resolution and short55

time duration) and global climate and earth system models (often run at low horizon-56

tal resolution and long time duration) (Thomas et al., 2001; Schiller & Fiedler, 2007; Müller57

et al., 2010; Arbic et al., 2010; Barton et al., 2022; Arbic, 2022; Pal et al., 2023). For both58

high- and low-resolution simulations, it is helpful and sometimes even critical to improve59

the accuracy of the modeled tides. One important source of tidal error arises from the60

representation of topography.61

In the real ocean, tides are affected by ocean topography1 in many ways. About62

1/3 of the global tidal dissipation is carried out by the breaking of internal tides in open-63

ocean regions with rough topography (Egbert & Ray, 2001). In addition to these small64

scale dissipative processes that often require parameterizations in models, the resonances65

of global tides are also sensitive to ocean topography. In open oceans, the semi-closed66

basins guide the propagations of the shallow-water surface gravity waves (Kelvin Waves67

and Poincaré Waves) forming the amphidromic points and cotidal lines. In the coastal68

regions, shoreline configuration, shapes of the marginal seas and connectivity of the chan-69

nels can all influence local tides. The tides of the open ocean are thought to be weakly70

resonant (Wunsch, 1972; Heath, 1981) due to the fact that there are many global ocean71

normal modes with frequencies close to those of the astronomical semidiurnal and di-72

urnal tidal forcing (Platzman et al., 1981; Müller, 2007). Some coastal regions (e.g., the73

Bay of Fundy, English Channel, Hudson Strait, and other locations) are well-shaped for74

further resonance (Garrett, 1972; Clarke, 1991; Cummins et al., 2010). Previous work75

1 As an abbreviation, we use the term “topography” to refer to ocean basin geometry, ocean

bathymetry and shoreline configurations hereinafter.
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has shown that strongly resonant tides in coastal regions have a “back-effect” on tides76

in the open ocean (Arbic et al., 2007, 2009; Arbic & Garrett, 2010).77

Therefore, in order to better simulate tidal resonances in both open oceans, marginal78

seas and interactions between them, it is crucial to faithfully represent ocean topogra-79

phy in numerical models. However, the accuracy of ocean topography in models is highly80

restricted by their horizontal resolutions. For discretized model grids, the degrees of free-81

dom of ocean topography is inherently limited by the number of grid cells. This restric-82

tion hinders further reduction of tidal errors at a given resolution. Numerical models are83

unable to resolve sub-grid scale topographic features such as deep ocean channels, ridges84

and details of shoreline configurations, which leads to misrepresentations of ocean basin/shoreline85

geometry and resonances of tides and contributes to higher tidal errors in lower resolu-86

tion simulations (e.g. Egbert et al., 2004). While parameterizations can be used to par-87

tially characterize unresolved physical processes such as the energy cascade from barotropic88

tides to internal tides, the missing geometrical effects due to unresolved topographic fea-89

tures and basin/shoreline geometry are often unaccounted for. One potential method for90

improving the quality of the topography and shoreline geometry in the model is to rep-91

resent the effect of sub-grid scale topography via porous barriers.92

In this work, we evaluate the effect of porous barriers, on tides, following the method-93

ology from Adcroft (2013). In essence, porous barriers introduce sub-grid scale topographic94

information at grid cell walls in finite volume ocean models, which can potentially mit-95

igate the limitation on topography details imposed by model’s horizontal resolution. Tra-96

ditionally, the grid cell walls in finite volume ocean models are fully-opened and uniformly-97

wide, and the complicated topography features that grid cell walls transect (as depicted98

in the left panel of Figure 1) is therefore ignored. The concept of porous barriers is to99

model the grid cell walls as permeable barriers in which the openness changes vertically.100

In practice, we use the statistics of the complicated sub-grid depth profile (Dshallow, Dmean101

and Ddeep in Figure 1) and approximate with a simplified structure that widens mono-102

tonically from the very bottom to the highest point of the topography (e.g. right panel103

of Figure 1). Effectively, the depth profile acts as a constraint on the actual widths as104

a function of depth and each model layer is provided with a connectivity across the cell105

walls that matches the real ocean.106
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Figure 1. Illustration of the concept of a porous barrier at the facet of a single grid cell.

Units of both coordinates in this illustration are arbitrary. At each depth, connectivity, mea-

sured by the area of openness, is the same for the realistic sub-grid scale topography in the left

panel and the sorted topography in the right panel. The sub-grid scale openness (as a function of

depth) is used by the model to constrain transports across grid cells. We can further simplify by

using parameters likes the maximum, minimum and mean depths to generate an idealized depth

profile (red line in the right panel), so that the openness can be solved analytically by the model.

The simplified depth profiles are generated following the algorithms in the Appendix of Adcroft

(2013).
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With porous barriers, the model has additional degrees of freedom to represent the107

topography without increasing the model’s horizontal resolution and the computational108

burden that comes with the increased resolution. In Adcroft (2013), an application to109

a tsunami event showed that the porous barriers can reduce the error of travel times of110

the surface gravity wave in low resolution simulations. Here we expand the use of porous111

barriers to a global implementation and study its application to barotropic tides.112

We conduct numerical experiments using Modular Ocean Model version 6 (MOM6;113

Adcroft et al., 2019) as a barotropic tide model. To better simulate tides, we introduce114

a new inline self-attraction and loading (SAL) scheme in MOM6. The SAL term accounts115

for the deformation of the seafloor by the load of the seawater, the gravitational self-attraction116

of the so-deformed solid earth, and the self-attraction of the seawater itself (Hendershott,117

1972; Ray, 1998). The SAL effect applies to all motions of seawater that change mass118

(bottom pressure) but is especially important for high-frequency motions such as tides.119

For tides, the SAL term is approximately equal to 10% of the tidal SSH signal. The cal-120

culation of SAL requires spherical harmonic transforms of global bottom pressure anomaly,121

which was historically considered too expensive to calculate inline. Other SAL schemes122

(e.g., scalar approximation, reading in observed SAL fields, and iterative method) have123

been adopted to circumvent the need for a fully inline SAL calculation, but these approaches124

are either highly inaccurate or not applicable to non-tidal motions or evolving tides in125

a changing climate. In recent years, a number of ocean models and earth system ocean126

component models have begun to compute SAL inline (Vinogradova et al., 2015; Schin-127

delegger et al., 2018; Shihora et al., 2022; Barton et al., 2022; Brus et al., 2023). A sim-128

ilar effort is made in MOM6 and results in this work demonstrate the utility of inline129

SAL.130

The key conclusion from this work is that porous barriers significantly improve M2131

barotropic tides. We first use a numerical experiment with 0.04◦ horizontal resolution132

as a baseline to evaluate tidal simulation in MOM6. Two sets of numerical experiments133

with various resolutions, with and without porous barriers, are constructed from the base-134

line experiment. We found globally implemented porous barriers help reduce the increased135

tidal errors caused by the coarsened horizontal resolutions.136
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2 Model description137

We use Modular Ocean Model version 6 (MOM6; Adcroft et al., 2019) for the nu-138

merical experiments. MOM6 uses an Arakawa C-grid for discretization in the horizon-139

tal direction. For the experiments in this work, we apply a global tri-polar grid with var-140

ious numerical resolutions. MOM6 adopts generalized vertical coordinates with verti-141

cal Lagrangian remapping. In this work, we focus on the barotropic tides and therefore142

only one layer is used. A barotropic-baroclinic split time stepping scheme is used in MOM6143

(Hallberg, 1997; Hallberg & Adcroft, 2009). The split time stepping allows for the so-144

lution of linearized momentum and continuity equations in the short barotropic time steps,145

and effectively reduces the time interval of calculating other forcing terms in the momen-146

tum equation, including the nonlinear advection, viscosity and SAL terms. Therefore,147

although split time stepping is designed to relax time step constraints in multi-layer sim-148

ulations, it also benefits the computational cost of one-layer runs.149

MOM6 is capable of simulating wetting and drying, i.e. allowing land cells with150

a “depth” above sea level to be flooded and ocean cell thickness to vanish. Wetting and151

drying effectively allow the locations of the coastlines to vary over time, which can be152

potentially important for the tides.153

Our simulations are driven by the astronomical forcing of the principal lunar semid-154

iurnal tide M2. The equilibrium tide ηEQ is expressed in Equation 1 (e.g. Arbic et al.,155

2018).156

ηEQ(λ, θ) = (1 + k2 − h2)f(tref)A cos2(φ) cos[ω(t− tref) + 2λ+ χ(tref) + ν(tref)] (1)

Here, A is the astronomical forcing amplitude and ω is the frequency. k2 and h2157

are the degree-two Love numbers accounting for the changes in gravitational potential158

field and seafloor deformations, respectively, associated with the solid earth body tides159

(the direct response of the solid earth to the astronomical tidal potential). χ(tref) is an160

astronomical argument that is a function of the solar and lunar positions at reference161

time tref. f(tref) and ν(tref) are nodal correction factors to the amplitude and phase, re-162

spectively, due to low frequency tidal constituents that are often dropped in tidal sim-163

ulations and that modulate larger tidal constituents such as M2. φ and λ are latitude164

and longitude, respectively. To simplify, we use an idealized calendar at time zero, i.e.165
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we set tref and χ(tref) to zero, and ignore the nodal correction factors. These simplifi-166

cations do not affect the conclusions of our work here, as long as the corresponding har-167

monic analysis is simplified in the same manner.168

The energy input from astronomical forcing is balanced by dissipation due to both169

horizontal and vertical viscous terms. For the horizontal closure, we use a biharmonic170

form friction with Smagorinsky viscosity (Griffies & Hallberg, 2000). The primary dis-171

sipation of barotropic tides is conducted by two types of vertical viscosity. Firstly, a quadratic172

bottom boundary layer drag, calculated implicitly, is mainly responsible for tidal dissi-173

pations in shallow shelf regions where tidal velocities are often as large as 1 m/s. Sec-174

ondly, a parameterized linear topographic wave drag is included to represent dissipation175

by breaking internal tides, a process that is absent in barotropic simulations. We use the176

wave drag scheme by Jayne and St. Laurent (2001) (see Appendix B for more details).177

Here, wave drag is calculated implicitly in the barotropic solver as a part of the barotropic178

momentum equation. Acceleration due to the drag is then added explicitly to the baro-179

clinic mode. The linear wave drag contains a tunable non-dimensional coefficient, used180

to optimize the global tides. For most simulations in the paper, this coefficient is the only181

tunable parameter.182

For fast-evolving motions such as the tides, the SAL effect must be taken into con-183

sideration. The SAL is often calculated via spherical harmonic transforms of the global184

bottom pressure anomaly, with their spherical harmonic components multiplied by a scaled185

factor (Equation 2).186

pSAL(λ, θ) =

N∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

3

ρe(2n+ 1)
(1 + k′n − h′n)∆̃pbot

(n,m)
Y (n,m)(λ, θ) (2)

Here, Y (n,m) the spherical harmonic with degree n and order m. ∆̃pbot
(n,m)

is the187

corresponding spherical harmonic component of bottom pressure anomaly. ρe is density188

of solid Earth. k′n and h′n are load Love numbers with degree n, representing seawater189

load induced changes in gravitational potential field and seafloor deformations, respec-190

tively. N is the highest degree used to calculate SAL. For barotropic simulations, bot-191

tom pressure anomaly can be reduced to a linear function of SSH anomaly, i.e., ∆̃pbot
(n,m)

=192

ρ0gη̃
(n,m) and pSAL = ρ0gηSAL, where g is gravitational acceleration, ρ0 is average sea-193
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water density, η̃(n,m) is degree-n and order-m spherical harmonic component of SSH anomaly,194

and ηSAL is SSH anomaly equivalent of SAL effect.195

An inline SAL calculation following Equation 2 is implemented in MOM6 with sim-196

ilar algorithms as in Brus et al. (2023). Following Brus et al. (2023), we use N = 40197

for barotropic tide experiments. For our baseline 0.04◦ global barotropic case, inline SAL198

increased the total computational cost by 20% and, as a fraction of the total, this would199

be significantly reduced in baroclinic cases that typically have O(50) levels. Inline SAL200

method leads to the most accurate tides in almost all of our numerical experiments. A201

comparison of inline SAL and two traditionally used SAL schemes (scalar approxima-202

tion and read-in method) is discussed in Appendix C.203

We run all numerical experiments with a duration of 20 model days, allowing the204

global barotropic tides to reach equilibrium. We use the SSH from day 18 to 20 for har-205

monic analysis and compare the results with observations.206

3 Methods and experiment design207

3.1 Model validation metrics208

We use an observationally-based data-assimilative barotropic tide product TPXO209

(Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002) version 9 as our reference for tides in the real ocean. For a210

grid point at (λ, θ) and at given time t, we obtain from harmonic analysis of SSH the211

M2 constituent driven sea surface elevation, h(λ, θ, t) = Re[A(λ, θ) exp {i[ωt− φ(λ, θ)]}].212

Here, A is the amplitude and φ is the phase of the tide, respectively. Mean squared er-213

rors (MSE), ε2(λ, θ), of the sea surface elevation h between the model output and TPXO214

(subscripts m and o, respectively) are calculated as in Equation 3a to quantify the model’s215

deviation from observations. Here, T is the time period of a tidal cycle. Further, the MSE216

ε2 can be decomposed into contributions from amplitude ε2a and phase ε2p (Shriver et al.,217

2012), shown as the two terms in Equation 3b. For the rest of the paper, we show on maps218

the square-root of MSE, ε, and its decompositions εa and εp, with the unit of height.219

ε2(λ, θ) =
1

T

∫ T

0

[hm(λ, θ, t)− ho(λ, θ, t)]2dt (3a)

= 0.5(Am −Ao)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε2a(λ,θ)

+AmAo[1− cos(φm − φo)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε2p(λ,θ)

(3b)
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We evaluate the overall performance of each experiment with the root mean square220

(RMS) of the globally averaged MSE. To reduce potential observation errors from the221

satellite in coastal and polar regions, we confine the definition of “global average” to within222

the latitudes 66◦S and 66◦N and depths larger than 1000 m (Arbic et al., 2004).223

3.2 Baseline experiments224

We start off with a baseline experiment having a nominal horizontal resolution of225

0.04◦ and use it as a benchmark. This baseline experiment serves as the “truth” of the226

subsequent experiments and presumably has the smallest RMS errors for the M2 tide.227

The only external inputs to the model are topography (see below) and prescribed wave228

drag piston velocity (see Appendix B).229

The topography of the baseline case is generated from the 30-second GEBCO 08230

20091120 global dataset by taking a 5× 5 average at each 0.04◦ tripolar grid point with231

the minimum depth set to be above sea level and can therefore be flooded. This is fur-232

ther smoothed with a 2D 1-2-1 smoother except near the coastline (−5 m). Finally, Antarc-233

tic ice shelves are “sunk” so that the bathymetry under ice shelves represents the wa-234

ter there. Ice shelves are taken from a 1/2 by 1/4 degree version of BEDMAP1 (Lythe235

& Vaughan, 2001). The datasets going into the bathymetry are relatively old because236

this is a version of the US Navy’s GOFS 3.5 (Metzger et al., 2020) bathymetry, although237

the latter has the coastline at 0.1 m and has additional manual edits in some regions.238

We use the 0.04◦ topography from this run as a source for generating sub-grid scale239

topography in all subsequent numerical experiments. In other words, coarser resolution240

experiments do not receive topographic details beyond the topography dataset used in241

the baseline run. In theory, the baseline run should be the upper bound of the accuracy242

of the tides.243

3.3 Coarsened horizontal resolutions244

To quantify tidal simulation performance change in lower resolutions, we coarsen245

the grid of 0.04◦ simulations by a series of factors. By choosing integer factors, we guar-246

antee that grid cell walls in coarsened resolutions are simply concatenations of grid cell247

walls in the baseline run, thus simplifying implementation of porous barriers. Resolu-248

tions of the numerical experiments vary from 0.04◦ to 0.36◦ (Table 1). Along with the249
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Table 1. List of experiment resolutions. nx and ny refer to the number of grid points in the x

(nominally zonal) and y (nominally meridional) directions.

number of grid cells (nx× ny) nominal resolution

9000× 7056 0.04◦

4500× 3528 0.08◦

3000× 2352 0.12◦

1500× 1176 0.24◦

1000× 784 0.36◦

grid, the datasets for input topography, wave drag piston velocity is also weighted av-250

eraged (by cell area) to serve as inputs for the coarsened resolution simulation.251

In the coarsened topography, shoreline configuration, essential for both local and252

remote tides, is inevitably modified. The locations of the model’s discretized coastline253

depend heavily on the criterion for qualifying a grid cell in the coarsened resolution as254

an ocean cell. In the simplest scenario, we can arbitrarily choose a cutoff ratio of the ocean255

area in the coarsened cells ranging from 0 to 1, where 0 results in more ocean cells and256

therefore more landward retreated coastlines while 1 gives more seaward moving coast-257

lines. Without a better argument to support either the “more ocean” or “more land”258

coastlines, we use 50% as our cutoff for ocean cells.259

Following previous works (Egbert et al., 2004; Buijsman et al., 2015, 2020), the lin-260

ear wave drag is re-tuned for different horizontal resolutions, as well as different SAL schemes.261

The globally averaged SSH RMS error is used as the criterion to decide the optimal non-262

dimensional coefficient for the linear wave drag at each resolution.263

3.4 Porous barriers264

3.4.1 Implementation265

Effectively, porous barriers constrain transport across the vertical walls of grid cells,266

thus avoiding the overly-widened pathways between cells. This is achieved by including267

a non-dimensional factor that approximates the openness of the grid cell widths used for268
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calculating transport. The discretized continuity equation in the model can be approx-269

imated as270

hn+1 = hn +
∆t

∆x∆y
· [δx(u · h∗xαx∆y) + δy(v · h∗yαy∆x)] (4)

Here hn is the layer thickness at time step n, u and v are velocity components in271

the x and y direction, respectively, h∗ stands for the effective thickness at the velocity272

points, ∆x and ∆y are the time-invariant grid cell widths in the x and y direction, re-273

spectively, ∆t is the time step size, and αx and αy are the non-dimensional factors from274

porous barriers, which are smaller than or equal to 1.275

At each time step, the non-dimensional factors αx and αy, located at velocity cells276

(i.e. grid cell walls in C-grid models), are determined by two aspects, a prescribed lo-277

cal topography vertical profile (discussed in the next section), and the height where the278

layer interfaces intercept this profile. For MOM6, the time-variant layer interface height279

is usually calculated at tracer cells (i.e. grid cell centers in C-grid models), and there-280

fore additional steps are needed to evaluate the interface height at the velocity points.281

For simplicity, we use the arithmetic mean of the interface heights of the velocity point’s282

neighbor cells.283

3.4.2 Topography profiles at velocity points284

The prescribed local topography vertical profiles are constructed by statistical pa-285

rameters from high resolution datasets. Following Adcroft (2013), we use three param-286

eters: shallowest, deepest and mean depths at the cell walls, to form a simple idealized287

V-/U-shape depth profile, which infers sub-grid scale features.288

From the baseline topography, we calculate ocean depths at grid cell walls by in-289

terpolating from those at the centers of adjacent grid cells. There are multiple choices290

of interpolation methods, and the best choice is probably specific to the problem being291

addressed. For instance, for a hydrologically-controlled downward flow in a channel, us-292

ing the shallowest depth of adjacent cells may better describe the problem. The direc-293

tions of tidal flow reverse constantly, such that the basin shape and therefore the tidal294

resonance is perhaps more important. Therefore we use a simple average of the adjacent295

tracer cell depths here.296
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Figure 2. Illustration of the method for generating the depth profiles at grid cell walls. From

a high-resolution topography dataset (left panel), we can calculate the wall depth with a simple

arithmetic mean (numbers in white color) from neighboring cell center depths (numbers in grey

color). When horizontal resolution is coarsened (right panel), an area-weight average is used to

obtain the new cell center depths, while a range of depths at new walls (numbers in the brackets

in white color) is given. The statistics of these depths (e.g. maximum, minimum and mean) can

be used to generate a simple-shaped profile. Note that grid cell numbers in the baseline case are

always multiples of grid cell numbers in coarsened resolutions, making the new walls in coarse

resolutions always concatenations of the old walls in the baseline case.

We can then generate topography profiles for coarsened resolutions using this 0.04◦297

map of topography at the walls. For each coarsened resolution, the shallowest, deepest298

and mean depths are obtained from the grid cell walls of the 0.04◦ resolution that con-299

stitute new walls in the new resolution (Figure 2). For instance, at the 0.12◦ resolution,300

which is constructed by aggregating 3× 3 grid cells from the 0.04◦ configuration, there301

are three depth values at the grid cell walls at each direction; and the maximum, min-302

imum and mean of these three values are used as parameters to construct the depth pro-303

file. Note that by design, the numbers of grid cells of the baseline run in both directions304

are always multiples of the number in the low resolution runs, therefore the grid cell walls305

in the low resolution always coincide the grid cell walls in the baseline run. It is worth306

mentioning that the shallowest, deepest and mean depths (i.e. Dshallow, Dmean and Ddeep307

in Figure 1) are determined only by sub-grid scale depth values at grid cell walls, not308

by cell center depth values. For each coarsened resolution, the depth profiles at the walls309

are uncorrelated to depths in their nearby tracer cells. The depth profiles are additional310

degrees of freedom inherited from the baseline topography.311
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Figure 3. Maps of M2 surface tide amplitude (colors) and phase (contours) from MOM6 (a)

and TPXO atlas (Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002) (b). Phase contours have an interval of 30◦. The

MOM6 maps are from the baseline experiment, which has a nominal 0.04◦ horizontal resolution

and uses inline SAL.

4 Results: Sensitivity to horizontal resolutions312

4.1 Tides from the baseline experiment313

We show amplitude and phase of SSH induced by M2 tides from the baseline ex-314

periment in MOM6 (Figure 3a) and compare modeled SSH fields with observations (Fig-315

ure 3b). The non-dimensional linear wave drag coefficient is 0.8, which gives the small-316

est global RMS tidal error. Visually, the spatial distribution of the amplitude and phase317

match with the real ocean tides. A quantitative comparison between the model and ob-318

servations is shown in Figure 4a. Overall, the 0.04◦ resolution MOM6 simulation has an319

RMS error of 3.74 cm in the deep ocean outside of high latitudes. This is to be compared320

with previous results such as 5 cm in Egbert et al. (2004), 4.4 cm in Schindelegger et al.321

(2018), 1.94 cm in Blakely et al. (2022) and 6.8 cm in Barton et al. (2022). The SSH er-322

ror is mostly dominated by tides in the Atlantic basin, possibly related to the strongly323

resonant tides in the Hudson Bay (Arbic et al., 2007, 2009). In the Pacific and Indian324

Oceans, tidal errors are comparatively weaker but are still noticeable near the high tides325

areas between the amphidromic points.326

The total error at each grid point is further decomposed into contributions from327

amplitude (Figure 4b) and phase (Figure 4c). The large Atlantic errors are mostly at-328

tributed to the phase term. For cotidal lines near the counterclockwise amphidromic points329

in the Atlantic, MOM6 is leading in phase to TPXO. This phase offset, multiplied by330
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Figure 4. Maps of the square-root of MSE ε of SSH between the baseline experiment in

MOM6 and TPXO (a) and decomposition into contributions from amplitude εa (b) and phase εp

(c). Cotidal lines from MOM6 (orange) and TPXO (dark grey) are overlaid in (c) for comparison.

Numbers on maps show averaged RMS error over the deep ocean and outside of high latitudes.

Contours of 1000 m depth are shown in light grey curves and the latitudes of 66◦N and 66◦S

are shown in dotted grey lines, which delineate the deep-ocean area over which RMS errors are

computed.

large amplitude, results in large phase errors. Similar phase offsets between model and331

observations can be found in some other places, but the phase error contributions are332

weak with a low tidal amplitude (see Equation 3b).333

Tides are sensitive to locations of coastlines, which undergo constant changes in334

the real ocean due to flood and ebb tides. Therefore we also test the effect of allowing335

wetting and drying in the baseline configuration. The global tidal error reduction is about336

0.02 cm at the 0.04◦ resolution. This reduction indicates that while changing coastlines337

does have an effect on open ocean tides, the resulting effect is much smaller than the ef-338
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fects of porous barriers that we focus on in this work (as we show in the following). Nonethe-339

less, we adopt wetting and drying in all of our numerical experiments.340

4.2 The effect of horizontal resolution341

We next investigate how tidal errors change as a function of horizontal resolution.342

To obtain the smallest RMS error, the linear wave drag is re-tuned for each run with a343

new resolution. It is found that the non-dimensional coefficient needs to increase at lower344

resolutions. The averaged RMS errors of tidal SSH from coarsened resolution experiments345

are shown in Figure 5 (solid curves, the dashed curves are discussed later in Section 5.2).346

Tidal errors increase almost linearly with decreased horizontal resolution, consistent with347

results in previous studies (e.g. Egbert et al., 2004).348

The decomposition of the total error suggests that the phase error increases faster349

than the amplitude error as resolution is decreased, such that phase error makes the greater350

contribution to higher tidal SSH errors at low resolutions. The change in tidal ampli-351

tude is directly associated with tidal energetics. Tidal currents are usually weaker with352

lower resolution horizontal grids, which would change tidal dissipation and energy in-353

put. The phase, on the other hand, is also affected by propagations and reflections of354

the shallow-water gravity waves. When horizontal resolution is coarsened, the model to-355

pography also changes. It is likely that the geographic locations of cotidal lines and am-356

phidromic points are changed due to the changes of ocean basin geometries.357

The spatial distribution of the increased errors in low resolution runs is exempli-358

fied by the 0.36◦ case in Figure 6. The RMS error increase is not uniform across ocean359

basins. The greatest differences appear in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, where tidal er-360

rors in the baseline case are small. We decompose the total MSE to contributions from361

each basin in Figure 7. While tidal errors change monotonically across resolutions in al-362

most all ocean basins, the increase in the Pacific, Indian and Southern Oceans are par-363

ticularly large, especially in the two lowest resolution cases. In particular, the Pacific basin364

is the primary driver of tidal error increases at low resolutions, largely due to the phase365

error (Figure 6c).366

It is also worth mentioning that there are regions in which the tidal errors decrease367

at lower resolutions, notably in the region north of New Zealand, and in some parts of368

the Atlantic basin including Hudson Bay.369
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Figure 5. Globally averaged RMS errors for M2 tides as a function of horizontal resolution.

RMS errors are calculated over the deep ocean and outside of high latitudes. The total error

(blue) is decomposed into contributions from amplitude (orange) and phase (green). Solid curves

show results from control experiments in which topography is simply coarsened (discussed in Sec-

tion 4.2) and dashed curves show results from the same setup with porous barriers implemented

(discussed in Section 5.2).

5 Results: the effect of porous barriers370

5.1 Local implementation371

As discussed in Section 3.4.1, porous barriers effectively narrow grid cell in coarse372

resolutions. Therefore, if implemented at choke points between a marginal sea and the373

open ocean, porous barriers will modify the connectivity in that place, potentially chang-374

ing tides in remote deep oceans. We add porous barriers near the Hudson Strait (Fig-375

ure 8a) at the coarsest resolution (0.36◦). The Hudson Strait connects the Hudson Bay,376

with high tides and dissipation rates (Egbert & Ray, 2000; Cummins et al., 2010), to the377

open ocean of the North Atlantic; it has been shown to be one of the key locations where378

topography can influence both local and remote tides. As shown in Figure 8b, the tidal379

errors become worse with porous barriers implemented at the mouth of Hudson Strait.380

The changes in the tidal SSH extends from the Labrador Sea to the entire Atlantic basin,381

and reach as far as the western Pacific through the Indian Ocean. This result highlights382

the role that marginal seas play in the deep ocean tides. The response in tidal errors here383

is rather similar to the findings in Arbic et al. (2009), in which the Hudson Strait is com-384
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Figure 6. Maps of changes in square-root of MSE ε and its amplitude εa and phase εp com-

ponents between 0.36◦ resolution and the baseline experiment (0.04◦). Numbers on maps show

changes of globally averaged RMS error. Cotidal lines from the baseline experiment are overlaid

in (c) to help locate the changes.
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Figure 7. Relative contribution of each ocean basin to the total MSE (without porous barri-

ers) at each resolution. Divided ocean basins: Atlantic and Arctic Oceans (pink), Pacific Ocean

(purple), Indian Ocean (olive) and Southern Ocean (cyan).
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Figure 8. (a): Topography near the mouth of Hudson Strait (shaded color) and grid points

where porous barriers are applied (orange lines) at 0.36◦ resolution. (b): Changes in total tidal

error at 0.36◦ resolution due to local implementation of porous barriers at Hudson Strait. The

orange box shows the location of the map in (a).

pletely blocked in one of their experiments. We speculate the large tidal errors in the385

Atlantic from the baseline experiment (Figure 4) could be associated with relatively in-386

adequate topography representations near the Hudson Strait; and porous barriers do noth-387

ing but reintroduce these inaccurate topographic features to the coarse resolution runs388

(Note from Figure 6 that the coarse resolution tidal error in fact slight decreases in the389

Labrador Sea).390

The example here demonstrated the model’s sensitivity to sub-grid scale topogra-391

phy and the utility of porous barriers to recover some effects from unresolved topographic392

features. The remote response to local topography modification suggests a global im-393

plementation of porous barrier will be far more complicated. The effect of a global im-394

plementation may not be a simple summation of all the responses due to the specific lo-395

cal changes, as we show in the next section.396

5.2 Global tidal error change397

We now evaluate the effect of a global implementation of porous barriers. Porous398

barriers are added in each coarsened resolution and results are shown in the dashed curves399

in Figure 5. In all cases with coarsened horizontal resolution, the total tidal error is de-400

creased with a global implementation of porous barriers. For instance, with the help of401
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Figure 9. Maps of changes in square-root of MSE ε and its amplitude εa and phase εp com-

ponents from the experiment with porous barriers compared with the one without at 0.36◦

resolution. Numbers on maps show changes of globally averaged RMS error.
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porous barriers, the globally averaged RMS error in 0.36◦ case is comparable with that402

of the 0.24◦ case without porous barriers. In most cases, the reduction of tidal error re-403

sults from reduction in both amplitude and phase errors. Phase error changes are greater404

than amplitude error changes and are therefore the more dominant factor underlying changes405

in total errors..406

Geographically, signs and magnitudes of tidal error changes are not uniform. The407

overall improvement results from large and widespread tidal error reductions, but there408

are also places with increases of tidal error. Generally speaking, most error reductions409

occur in areas where the tidal error is large compared with the baseline experiment (Fig-410

ure 9). The globally averaged RMS reduction is largely driven by decreases in the Pa-411

cific Ocean, both in the open ocean and along its eastern boundaries. Inversely, tidal er-412

ror is increased in a number of regions. The southern Indian Ocean and an area north413

of New Zealand suffer from a significant large tidal error increase. The Atlantic basin414

overall observes a moderate change, with both signs of change present. Notably, Hud-415

son Bay and western North Atlantic display increases of tidal errors, as with the local416

implementation in the previous section.417

Comparing Figure 9 and Figure 6, it is obvious that porous barriers generally re-418

verse changes arising from coarsening horizontal resolution. It significantly reduces Pa-419

cific errors but also brings back some shortcomings in the North Atlantic seen in the base-420

line run. In other words, porous barriers accomplish what they are intended to accom-421

plish by introducing lost geometric features back to coarse resolutions.422

5.3 Possible optimizations423

Even though a local implementation of porous barriers (as in the example of Hud-424

son Strait) may not improve the global tides, the modeled tidal response to a global im-425

plementation of porous barriers is favorable. This response suggests there could be pos-426

sible tuning options to further reduce the total global tidal error. We present here a num-427

ber of choices based on the configuration of our experiments.428

The inhomogeneity of tidal error changes across basins prompts us to examine whether429

these changes are responses to local or remote implementation of porous barriers. We430

first explore effects of single-basin implementations of porous barriers. Results from the431

0.36◦ case are listed in Table 2. The global tidal error is reduced for each case where porous432
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Table 2. Changes in global tidal error from 0.36◦ resolution (in cm)

Region Global Atlantic+Arctic Pacific Indian Southern No Southern

∆ε -1.62 -0.19 -2.78 -0.22 -0.41 -3.03
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Figure 10. Globally averaged RMS error for M2 tides as a function of horizontal resolution.

As in Figure 5 but for porous barriers implemented only north of 15◦S.

barriers are applied to a single ocean. The Pacific-only implementation has the largest433

effect, even more effective than the global implementation. This suggests that there are434

cancellations between remote effects of local implementations. In addition, if we exclude435

the Southern Ocean, the reduction of tidal errors is the greatest, indicating the South-436

ern Ocean’s porous barriers have an negative effect on reducing tidal errors.437

Inspired by this finding, we further test the dependence of improvement as a func-438

tion of southern boundaries. We find that 15◦S is the optimal southern boundary for im-439

plementing porous barriers, and the new configuration drastically reduces tidal errors440

in coarse resolution simulations (Figure 10). Compared with Figure 5, this optimization441

leads to further reductions in both phase and amplitude errors, with a greater change442

in the former. In fact, phase errors almost remain unchanged across resolutions. It is worth443

mentioning that the latitude 15◦S excludes much of the error increases in Figure 9 (to444

the north of New Zealand and Indian Ocean). These results suggest possibilities of fur-445

ther reducing global tidal errors by tuning porous barrier implementation, but more im-446
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portantly the complication of the effect of local topography on physical processes of var-447

ious timescales. Some speculations are provided in the following discussion section.448

6 Discussions and conclusions449

In this work, we study the application of porous barriers, a representation of sub-450

grid scale topography, to global barotropic tides. A series of experiments with various451

horizontal resolutions are designed. Globally averaged tidal RMS errors, referenced to452

the observationally-based product TPXO, increase with coarsened resolutions. The er-453

ror increase is due to contributions from both amplitude and phase, with phase error changes454

being the relatively large factor. The geographic distribution of error changes is not uni-455

form, which may expose shortcomings of the topography in the baseline experiment. A456

global implementation of porous barriers can significantly revert some of the changes from457

the coarsened horizontal resolution, especially phase errors.458

We explore the possibility of further fine-tuning porous barriers by modifying lo-459

cations of implementation. Specifically, we target regions where tidal errors are increased460

with porous barriers. The case with porous barriers implemented only north of 15◦S re-461

sults in even better tidal error reductions than a global implementation. First of all, it462

is possible that regions where tidal errors are increased by porous barriers are affected463

by the quality of local and remote topography. Second, the subtleties of Southern Ocean464

topography may play a certain role. For instance, simulations in this work do not include465

dynamical ice shelves in the Antarctica, which has been shown to impact on global tidal466

errors (Pal et al., 2023). Third, the optimal topography configuration may not be nec-467

essarily consistent for physical processes of various timescales and frequencies, which means468

different implementations may be needed depending on the focus of the simulations. For469

tides, rather than providing conclusive guidelines on how porous barriers should be im-470

plemented geographically, we emphasize that this exercise suggests possibilities of fur-471

ther refinement, in which case phase error in particular can be reduced in coarse hor-472

izontal resolution simulations.473

Our experiments demonstrate the capability of porous barriers in an idealized and474

simple setup. Rather than extracting sub-grid scale topographic details from finer res-475

olutions, we use topography from a chosen baseline setup (0.04◦ resolution) as the source476

for sub-grid scale topography in coarse resolution runs. This ensures that no further to-477
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pographic details are introduced through the addition porous barriers relative to the base-478

line, which is presumed to yield a lower bound of the tidal errors. In practice, porous479

barriers constructed from much finer resolution datasets may result in even greater im-480

provement of tides. It is also not unreasonable to assume that the tidal errors from rel-481

atively high resolution simulations, such as the baseline case (0.04◦ resolution), can be482

reduced by porous barriers using high resolution topography dataset.483

The construction and implementation of porous barriers is a rather simplified ver-484

sion compared with Adcroft (2013) in that we are not taking into consideration the struc-485

ture and connectivity within coarsened grid cells. Adcroft (2013) proposed an objective486

mapping method to ensure that the effect due to walls within coarsened resolution cells,487

which would otherwise be ignored, are incorporated into sub-grid scale structure in walls488

surrounding grid cells, thus avoiding the creation of deep pathways. We choose not to489

adopt this approach for simplicity. It is possible that with a more faithful construction490

of porous barriers that includes the inner cell geometries, tides at coarsened resolutions491

could be further improved. We leave this for possibility as a subject for future research.492

Another aspect of sub-grid scale topography is the so-called “porous media”, where493

a profile of topography at cell centers is used to constrain the volume/mass capacity of494

the grid cells. However, porous media do not affect fully submerged grid cells when there495

is only one layer in the vertical direction. As discussed in Section 4.1, we did not find496

the addition of wetting and drying near the coastlines to change our results significantly.497

Thus we conclude that porous media would not be effective in improving tides in this498

setup. However, porous medias could potentially be a useful complement to the porous499

barriers in multi-layer simulations.500

Appendix A Governing shallow-water equations501

Dynamics of one-layer barotropic simulations in MOM6 is governed by shallow-water502

equations (Equation A1 and Equation A2). Here, u is horizontal velocity, f+ζ is the503

total vertical vorticity, where f is the Coriolis parameter and ζ = ∂xv − ∂yu is rela-504

tive vertical vorticity. η is SSH anomaly of total thickness h referenced to the resting depth505

of the ocean, ηEQ and ηSAL are the equilibrium tide and SAL effect, respectively (see Sec-506

tion 2 for their expressions). Fquad is a quadratic bottom drag and Fh is horizontal vis-507

cosity term. Fwave is a parameterized linear wave drag term, elaborated in Appendix B.508
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Figure B1. Map of piston velocity CJSL used in Jayne and St. Laurent (2001) linear wave

drag scheme. The black contours are used to denote locations of the 1000-m isobath.

∂tu = −(f + ζ)k̂× u−∇
[

1

2
(u2 + v2)

]
− g∇(η − ηEQ − ηSAL) + Fquad + Fwave + Fh (A1)

∂tη = −∇ · (uh) (A2)

Appendix B Parameterized linear wave drag for open-ocean tidal dis-509

sipation510

We adopt the wave drag scheme by Jayne and St. Laurent (2001) (hereinafter, JSL).511

The adoption of JSL wave drag scheme in this work is similar to Buijsman et al. (2015),512

to which the readers are referred for more details.513

In essence, the wave drag force term is expressed in Equation B1, where χ is a non-514

dimensional tuning parameter, u is ocean (barotropic) velocity, and h is total water col-515

umn thickness. CJSL is a pre-calculated piston velocity that is a function of both bot-516

tom roughness and bottom buoyancy frequency. A global map of CJSL for the baseline517

case (0.04◦ horizontal resolution) is shown in Figure B1. Note that large CJSL is located518

near ocean ridges and CJSL is only non-zero for regions deeper than 1000 m.519

Fwave = χ
CJSLu

h
(B1)
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Table C1. Comparison of three SAL schemes in the baseline case (0.04◦ horizontal resolution).

The first column compares wave drag coefficients with the smallest deep-ocean tidal errors. The

second columns compares total deep-ocean tidal errors and the last two columns show decomposi-

tions of the errors into amplitude and phase.

SAL scheme Wave drag coefficient Total (cm) Amplitude (cm) Phase (cm)

Inline 0.8 3.74 2.15 3.06

Scalar 1.0 5.98 3.35 4.95

Read-in 0.9 3.81 2.77 2.62

Appendix C Comparison of self-attraction and loading schemes520

We show a demonstration of the utility of inline SAL in a comparison with two other521

types of SAL schemes used in previous studies: a scalar approximation (Accad & Pekeris,522

1978), in which the SAL is simply a fraction of the SSH anomaly and a read-in method,523

in which time-invariant amplitudes and phases of the M2 tidal SAL from observationally-524

based dataset are provided to the models. Inline SAL is more accurate than the scalar525

approximation because the latter does not account for the scale-selective nature of SAL.526

In contrast to read-in SAL, inline SAL can be used in studies of past and future tides,527

in which the tides and their SAL signal have changed significantly. The iterative method,528

where the ocean model is run repeatedly to get a converged off-line SAL, can also be used529

for past and future tides, but we exclude it from our tests in this paper because it of-530

fers no advantages over inline SAL.531

We first compare the results from the baseline simulation in Table C1. For each532

SAL scheme, wave drag coefficients are re-tuned and listed in the leftmost column of Ta-533

ble C1. The scalar approximation results in much larger tidal errors than inline SAL.534

Tidal errors from inline SAL are comparable to these from read-in SAL, which uses ob-535

served tidal SAL amplitudes and phases as inputs to the model. Read-in SAL, however,536

is not applicable to non-periodic motions; moreover, it removes the dynamical feedbacks537

between bottom pressure anomaly and the SAL term and is therefore incapable of han-538

dling the changing tides in climate change scenarios. Due to the obvious advantages in539

small tidal errors and dynamical justifications, we argue that inline SAL should be the540

top choice for global tidal simulations.541
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Figure C1. Globally averaged total RMS error for M2 tides as a function of horizontal res-

olution for different SAL options. Solid curves show results from control experiments in which

topography is simply coarsened and dashed curves show results from the same setup with porous

barriers implemented.

Next, experiments with coarsened horizontal resolutions and their corresponding542

experiments with porous barriers are repeated with two other SAL schemes in Figure C1.543

Consistent with the comparison of the baseline cases, inline SAL results in the most ac-544

curate tides for all resolutions (solid curves). The superior performance of inline SAL545

in lower resolutions over the read-in method suggests the importance of SAL’s dynam-546

ical interaction. With porous barriers (dashed curves), all SAL schemes show consider-547

able improvement of tidal errors in coarsened resolution simulations, which provides sup-548

ports to the robustness of results on the utility of porous barriers.549

Open Research550

The version of MOM6 source code used in all simulations of this work can be found551

at https://github.com/herrwang0/MOM6/releases/tag/paper porousbarriers. Run-552

time parameters, input files for the model, and output from all simulations in this work553

is stored at Wang et al. (2023) (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8166251).554
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